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Abstract. Event detection on Twitter has become a promising research
direction due to Twitter’s popularity, up-to-date feature, free writing
style and so on. Unfortunately, it’s a challenge to analyze Twitter dataset
for event detection, since the informal expressions of short messages
comprise many abbreviations, Internet buzzwords, spelling mistakes,
meaningless contents etc. Previous techniques proposed for Twitter event
detection mainly focus on clustering bursty words related to the events,
while ignoring that these words may not be easily interpreted to clear
event descriptions. In this paper, we propose a General and Eventrelated Aspects Model (GEAM), a new topic model for event detection
from Twitter that associates General topics and Event-related Aspects
with events. We then introduce a collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithm
to estimate the word distributions of General topics and Event-related
Aspects in GEAM. Our experiments based on over 7 million tweets
demonstrate that GEAM outperforms the state-of-the-art topic model
in terms of both Precision and DERate (measuring Duplicated Events
Rate detected). Particularly, GEAM can get better event representation
by providing a 4-tuple (T ime, Locations, Entities, Keywords) structure
of the detected events. We show that GEAM not only can be used to
eﬀectively detect events but also can be used to analyze event trends.
Keywords: Event detection, Twitter, General and Event-Related
Aspects Model (GEAM), Topic model, Gibbs sampling.
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Introduction

Social network services such as Twitter1 , Facebook2 have experienced a rapid
growth in recent years. Millions of people turn from traditional news websites to
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these services to gather real-time news, share opinions, or read hot comments.
As a real-time information network to share “the latest stories, ideas, opinions
and news3 ”, Twitter allows users to express everything by writing a “tweet” up
to 140 characters. According to the Paris-based analyst group Semiocast, as of
July 2012, Twitter has more than 500 million users all over the world4 . Twitter
has some unique characteristics that make it a better source for event detection
than traditional news articles, blogs, etc. Firstly, Twitter is the most up-to-date
information channel of real events. Because of the length limit and the popularity
of Twitter mobile applications, users can update information instantly at a pretty
low cost, which makes Twitter a fresher resource than others. Secondly, Twitter
covers a wider range of information than other sources. Millions of users in
Twitter are not only information consumers but also news publishers, they can
post tweets describing everything in their life. So, Twitter almost covers every
aspect of the society, from breaking news to personal opinions. Thirdly, we can
also analyze the opinions or sentiments related to the detected events in Twitter,
which can help the organizations respond to the upcoming event quickly [1].
Thus, event detection on Twitter has attracted more and more interest recently.
Although event detection has been well studied in formal text such as news
articles, blogs [2–4], Twitter dataset brings several challenges to us because it
contains many abbreviations, Internet buzzwords, spelling mistakes, meaningless
contents etc. In existing work on formal text, the underlying assumption is that
all the documents in the corpus is related to some undiscovered events, but it
is not reasonable in Twitter. According to Pear Analytics study5 , about 40% of
tweets are “pointless babbles” like “I’m eating a sandwich”. Such tweets are limited to users’ personal feelings, and should not draw attention from the majority
audience. Unlike well-written text, Twitter dataset also contains a lot of Internet
buzzwords and misspelling due to the length limit and the free writing style[5].
All these unique characteristics make most existing techniques in formal text
unavailable on Twitter dataset. Besides, most recently proposed methods for
Twitter event detection are either limited to certain types of tweets (e.g. related
to earthquakes or crimes and disasters) [6–8] or based on clustering bursty words
[9–11], and provide results in the form of single terms, hashtags or n-grams. The
outcome of these approaches may be uninformative or meaningless, and can’t
help the users obtain more ﬁne-grained insights of the whole event.
To tackle the above challenges, we propose GEAM, a General and Event-Related
Aspects Model for event detection in Twitter. GEAM is an unsupervised generative topic model that diﬀerentiates General words (describing general opinions)
from Event-related Aspects words (describing diﬀerent aspects of an event) in an
event-related tweet. In this paper, we focus on detecting realistic events, which are
discussed by a large number of users. We deﬁne a 4-tuple representation of a realistic event, e.g. (Time, Locations, Entities, Keywords), which are corresponding to
3
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4 Event-related Aspects in GEAM respectively. Here, Time and Locations represent when and where the event happened; Entities represent main subjects (persons, organizations, movies, etc.) in the event; Keywords describes the meaning
of the event. Unlike formal news articles, users in Twitter also use General words
in tweets. For example, during Obama’s victory speech, there are 327k tweets per
second posted/reposted to discuss Obama’s re-election6 . One of the typical tweets
like “Thank The Lord for that!! Well done Obama in Chicago, Illinois!! That was a
Great victory speech!”. In this tweet: Time is “November 7, 2012”, “Chicago” and
“Illinois” represent Locations, “Obama” represents Entity, Keywords are “Great”,
“victory”, and “speech”, and the rest are General words. GEAM can provide a
clearer description of events by separating General words from Event-related Aspects words.
The most related work is the model proposed by Lau et al. [12]. They introduce an online processing variant of topic model Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) [13, 14] to analyze tweets trend. Their graphic structure is the same as
LDA, which models each tweet as a multinomial mixture of all topics or events.
However, this assumption is obviously unreasonable due to Twitter’s short text
length, most users only discuss one event in a tweet. In this paper, we improve
LDA for Twitter event detection by assigning only one event to an event-related
tweet and diﬀerentiating General words from Event-related Aspects words.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the ﬁrst to extend LDA to detect event
in Twitter by simulating the generative process of the General words and Eventrelated Aspects words in a tweet. The advantages of our GEAM include: (1)
GEAM outperforms the state-of-the-art topic models LDA in terms of both
Precision and DERate (measuring Duplicated Events Rate detected); (2) the
result is more informative than previous clustering algorithms which based on
unigram text model, since we treat the words in a tweet diﬀerently based on
diﬀerent information corresponding words express (General words and Eventrelated Aspects words); (3) the event detection results of GEAM can also be
easily utilized to perform event trend analysis.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work.
Section 3 describes GEAM and its components in detail, and introduces the approximate inference algorithm for GEAM based on Gibbs sampling. In Section 4,
we present the experimental results. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.

2

Related Work

We present a survey of the state-of-the-art Twitter event detection methods and
topic models in this section.
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Twitter Event Detection

Although event detection from formal texts [2–4] has been studied for over a
decade, event detection from Twitter is a relatively new topic which receives
more interests in recent years. Most existing approaches for event detection from
Twitter are limited to detect only certain types of events. For example, Sakaki
et al. [6] devise a classiﬁer to recognize tweets describing earthquakes in Japan,
then they introduce a probabilistic spatiotemporal model to ﬁnd the center and
the trajectory of the earthquake. Rui et al. [7] focus on detecting Crime and
Disaster related Events (CDEs), they also use a classiﬁer to determine whether
a crawled tweet is related to CDEs or not. Then, they utilize the author’s network information to predict the location of a tweet. Benson et al. [8] utilize a
graphic model to identify artists and venues mentioned with tweets posted by
users in New York. Very recently, some open domain Twitter event detection
approaches are proposed. Ritter et al. [9] extract an open-domain calendar of
signiﬁcant events from Twitter, they utilize a named entity tagger and sequencelabeling technology to extract event-related words. Chenliang et al. [10] propose
a segment-based algorithm to detect events. They utilize Microsoft Web N-Gram
service and Wikipedia to segment the tweets, detect the bursty event segments,
and cluster the event segments using k-Nearest Neighbor Graph.
So, existing Twitter event detection approaches are either limited to certain
types of tweets (e.g. related to earthquakes or CDEs, containing a predeﬁned
location) or based on detecting bursty words (single terms, hashtags or n-grams)
which may be uninformative or meaningless.
2.2

Topic Models and Variants

Topic models (LDA) [13, 14] proposed by Blei et al. is popular for modeling
latent topics in a corpus. Many variants of LDA has been proposed for diﬀerent
applications since it has been proven to be eﬀective. Particularly, in social network or social media, Jonathan et al. [15] analyze documents on Wikipedia and
infer descriptions of its entities and of relationships between those entities by
proposing a probabilistic topic model. Hong et al. [16] study how the standard
topic models can be trained on the microblogging dataset, they apply several
schemes to train the model and compare their quality and eﬀectiveness. Hu et
al. [17] propose a Bayesian model called Event and Tweets LDA (ET-LDA) that
performs topic modeling and event segmentation in one uniﬁed framework. Given
transcripts of a known event from both New York Times and Twitter dataset,
their work focus on how to jointly extract the topics covered by the two diﬀerent
datasets and segment the event.
The most related work is the model proposed by Lau et al. [12] to track
emerging events in Twitter. They describe a topic model that processes documents in an online fashion. The model can update automatically based on time
slices and can cope with dynamic vocabulary. However, they model each tweet
as a multinomial mixture of all topics or events, which is obviously unreasonable
due to short lengths of tweets. In this paper, we assign only one event to an
event-related tweet.
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General and Event-Related Aspects Model

We present an overview of our proposed system in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2,
we develop the General and Event-Related Aspects Model (GEAM), and explain
how to inference the model via collapsed Gibbs sampling.
3.1

Overview of the System

We aim at detecting open domain realistic events that a large number of people
talking about in Twitter. Figure 1 plots the main components and procedures
in our system for Twitter event detection. Given a raw stream of tweets, we
remove “pointless babbles”, which may not attract the majority users’ attention
based on the Named Entity Tagger information. Then, we send tweets (labeled
with named entity and time information) to the General and Event-Related
Aspects Model (GEAM) to estimate the General topic or Event-related Aspect
word distributions. Finally, we rank the detected events based on the number of
tweets assigned to each event.

Fig. 1. Overview of our system

We manually investigate a dataset of one day’s tweets on June 25, 2009. We
observe that almost all the tweets that related to an realistic event contain named
entities or hashtags. Table 1 shows 3 typical events on June 25, 2009, along with
the number of whole tweets and tweets that contain named entities or hashtags
corresponding to each event. From the numbers in Table 1, we can see that over
95% of tweets related to one realistic event contain named entities or hashtags.
Based on this observation, we apply a named entity tagger for Twitter provided
by Ritter et al. [5] to segment and label tweets. If no named entity or hashtag
exists in a tweet, we ignore it. In other words, if a tweet contains some named
entities or hashtags, it has great possibility related to a realistic event, and we
will process it further. We also analyze the time information in tweets. There
are several diﬀerent ways to refer the same date in Twitter, for example “last
night” and “the next Friday” may represent the same day depending on when
the tweet was posted. So, we use natty7 to extract the time information referred
in a tweet. Natty is a natural language date parser that can recognize dates
described in many ways, like “the next Friday”.
7
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Table 1. Number of whole tweets and tweets which contain named entities or hashtags
corresponding to 3 typical events on June 25, 2009
Event

Iran
election
all tweets
24612
tweets contain named 23583
entities or hashtags
proportion
95.8%

“Transformer
2” released
5644
5368

Mark Sanford
scandal
3397
3234

95.1%

95.3%

After preprocessing and ﬁltering, event-related tweets, which are labeled with
named entities and time information, are sent to the General and Event-Related
Aspects Model (GEAM), the kernel component of our system. GEAM is a probabilistic graphical model that simulates the generative process of a tweet related
to a realistic event, and identiﬁes General words and Event-related Aspects words
in the tweet. A collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithm is designed to estimate word
distributions of each event.
Finally, we rank the detected events, then present events in 4-tuple structures
and associated General topics. For Event-related Aspect, Time, we provide the
accurate date when the event occurred. For other three Event-related Aspects,
we provide the top words according to the multinomial word distribution of each
Event-related Aspect. We also provide the top General words associated with a
event based on the underlying General topics.
3.2

General and Event-Related Aspects Model (GEAM)

We present how to model the realistic event and the corresponding general words
associated with it by General and Event-related Aspects Model (GEAM), a
hierarchical Bayesian model based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). The
inference of GEAM via collapsed Gibbs sampling will be introduced under the
deﬁnition of the model.
Model Description. We use a generative process to model the tweets that
describe a realistic event. GEAM models each tweet as a mixture of Event-related
Aspects and General topics, then generates each word from the Event-related
Aspects or General topics word distribution. We deﬁne a 4-tuple to represent an
event in Twitter, i.e. (Time, Locations, Entities, Keywords), each tuple reﬂects
an aspect of the event. Due to informal expression of Twitter, people always
use several words that doesn’t belong to any Event-related Aspects mentioned
before. We regard these part of words as General words in GEAM. For each
tweet in the corpus, we assign a latent variable event to it, the event variable
in GEAM is similar to a topic in LDA, and each event is characterized by 4
multinomial distributions over words, according to 4 Event-related Aspects. We
assign an Event-related Aspect (i.e. Time, Locations, Entities or Keywords) to
each named entity or hashtag word in a tweet, according to the named entity
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tagger results and hashtags. For other words, we use a switch variable to indicate
whether the word comes from General topic word distribution or Event-related
Aspect word distribution. If the word is chosen from the General topic word
distribution, then a General topic based on the whole corpus will be assigned to
this word. Otherwise it will be assigned to the Keyword Aspect of an event. The
graphical structure is shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of GEAM

Let us brieﬂy introduce notations in Figure 2. e is an latent variable assigned
to each tweet specifying which event the tweets are describing, for example, a
typhoon or a sports event. Each token in a tweet is associated with 4 variables
(only 3 of them are meaningful at one time): word, w, switch variable, x ∈ {0, 1},
to indicate whether this word is an Event-related Aspect word or a General word,
Event-related Aspect, a, to reﬂect which aspect (i.e. Time, Locations, Entities
or Keywords) this word belongs to (in this case x = 1), and General topic, z, to
specify which general topic the word corresponds to (in this case x = 0). Here
we assume that there are E events and Z general topics in the whole corpus,
→
each event has A Event-related Aspects, and the size of vocabulary is V . −
η is
the whole corpus’ multinomial distribution over events, which is E dimensional
→
−
and drawn from a Dirichlet distribution parameterized by σ. θ is a multinomial
distribution over General topics for each tweet, which is Z dimensional and
→
ϕ is a multinomial
drawn from a Dirichlet distribution parameterized by αe . −
distribution over words speciﬁc to topic z or event e, which is V dimensional
and drawn from a Dirichlet distribution parameterized by ω. λ is the parameter
for sampling the binary variable, x, and both γ0 and γ1 are beta parameters
to generate λ. We summarizes the notations used in the GEAM in Table 2.
Formally, the generative process is described in Algorithm 1: For the whole
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Table 2. Notations in the model

Symbol
w
x
e
z
a
→
−
η
→
−
θ
−
→
−
ϕ ea
ϕ z, →
σ, ω, αe
λ
γ0 , γ1
E
A
Z
V

Description
a word in a tweet
indicate if word w is from a general topic z or an event-aspect pair ea
the event described by the tweet
the topic assigned to w, x = 0
the event aspect assigned to w, x = 1
multinomial distribution over events
multinomial distribution over topics
multinomial distribution over words speciﬁc to topic z or event e’s aspect a
→
−
−
−
Dirichlet priors to multinomial distributions →
η ,→
ϕ, θ
parameter for sampling the binary variable x
Beta parameter to generate λ
number of events
number of aspects
number of general topics
number of whole words, vocabulary size

→
→
corpus, Lines 1-2 draw event distribution −
η and word distribution −
ϕ . Then,
for each tweet, draw 3 variables associated with it (Lines 4-6): a latent variable
→
−
e, a general topic distribution θ , and a parameter λ for sampling the switch
variable x. Finally, for each token wi in the tweet: if the token is a named entity
or hashtag word (Lines 8-11), determine the Event-related Aspect, ai , based on
the named entity tagger and date time parser information, then generate the
→
word wi from −
ϕ eai . Otherwise, a switching variable, xi ∈ {0, 1}, is drawn from
a Binomial distribution (Line 13) to determine whether this word is chosen from
the Keywords aspect distribution or from the general topic word distribution. If
→
ϕ zi
xi = 0, choose a non-event (general) topic, zi , and draw the word wi from −
(Lines 14-17). If xi = 1, draw the word wi from event-relates Keywords aspect
→
−
ϕ e3 (Lines 18-20).
Model Inference. We use Gibbs sampling to estimate unknown parameters
→ →
−
→
−
η , θ ,−
ϕ and λ in GEAM. Gibbs sampling allows the learning of a model by
iteratively updating each latent variable given the remaining variables. In particular, we follow the idea of collapsed Gibbs sampling to approximate the posterior
distribution of e, x, a, and z. We alternately sample the document-level variable
e and the token-level variables x, a, and z. Then, given the sampling results of
→ →
−
→
e, x, a, and z, we can easily infer −
η , θ ,−
ϕ and λ.
Firstly, sampling tweet level event e according to:
ntk,d −1 t
K V

(nk,−d + ω t + i)
ned ,−d + σed
i=0
t=1
p(ed |e−d , w, x, z, a) ∝ E
×
n∗k,d −1 ∗
(nk,−d + ω ∗ + i)
e=1 ne,−d + σe
k=1
i=0
nted a,d −1 t
A V

(ned a,−d + ω t + i)
i=0
t=1
×
(1)
n∗ed a,d −1 ∗
∗ + i)
(n
+
ω
a=1
i=0
ed a,−d
where e−d is the event vector associated with each tweet in corpus D excluding
tweet d, ne,−d is the number of tweets in the whole corpus assigned to event e
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−
Draw an event distribution →
η ∼ Dir (σ) ;
−
Draw multinomial word distribution →
ϕ ∼ Dir (ω) for General topics (Z) and Event-related
Aspects (EA);
foreach tweet d ∈ [1, D] do  
−
Draw an event e ∼ Mult →
η ;
→
−
Draw a multinomial topic distribution θ ∼ Dir (αe ) ;
Draw a switching distribution λ ∼ Beta (γ0 , γ1 ) ;
foreach word wi ∈ Nd do
if wi ∈ {named entities or hashtag words} then
Determine aspect ai ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} (Time, Locations, Entities, Keywords
aspect);
−
Draw word wi ∼ Mult(→
ϕ eai );
end
else
Draw xi ∈ {0, 1} ∼ Bi(λ) ;
if xi = 0 then
→
−
Draw topic zi ∼ Mult( θ ) ;
−
Draw word wi ∼ Mult(→
ϕ zi ) ;
end
else
−
Draw word wi ∼ Mult(→
ϕ e3 ) (Keywords aspect);
end
end
end
end

Algorithm 1. Probabilistic generative process in GEAM
expect tweet d, ntk,d is the number of word t assigned to general topic k (x = 0)
V
in tweet d and n∗k,d = t=1 ntk,d , nted a,d is the number of word t assigned to
V
event-related aspect ed a (x = 1) in tweet d and n∗ed a,d = t=1 nted a,d .
Secondly, for each token in a tweet, if the token is recognized as a named
entity or a hashtag word, then the aspect is observed based on the preprocessing
result. Otherwise, we jointly sample the token-level variables x, a, and z.
For xi = 0:
p(xi = 0, zi = k|ed , w, x−i , z−i , a) ∝

Nd,0,−i + γ0
Nd,−i + γ0 + γ1

k
t
+ αked
+ ωt
Nd,−i
Nk,−i
× Z
× V
k
t
k
t
k=1 Nd,−i + αed
t=1 Nk,−i + ω

(2)

where Nd,0,−i is the number of words in tweet d associated with x = 0 excepting
k
word i, Nd,−i
is the number of words in tweet d associated with general topic
t
k excepting the ith token, Nk,−i
reﬂects the number of term t associated with
general topic k excluding the ith token. For xi = 1, the derivation formula is
very similar to Eq.(2) (xi = 0). Due to the length limit, thus, we omit the
detail equation here. Finally, we can easily obtain the multinomial or binomial
→ →
−
→
parameters −
η , θ ,−
ϕ and λ based on the previous sampling results.
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Experiments

We demonstrate GEAM’s performance from two aspects: eﬀectiveness of event
detection and capability for event trend analysis. For event detection eﬀectiveness, the experiments show that GEAM outperforms the state-of-the-art topic
models [13, 14] with better Precision and DERate (measuring Duplicated Events
Rate detected). Also, 4-tuple structure (Time, Locations, Entities, Keywords)
makes the detected events much easier to be understood by users. And majority people’s reaction to the detected events can also be provided by the General
topic words in GEAM. For event trend analysis, we demonstrate 3 typical events’
trend based on detected results, and ﬁnd diﬀerent time patterns of these events.
4.1

Dataset and Experimental Setting

Twitter Dataset. We use one week data (from June 25, 2009 to July 1, 2009)
from the tweets published by Stanford8 to evaluate our system. There are a
total of 7,088,229 tweets in the dataset. A number of realistic events happened
in this period, such as “Iran Election 2009”, “Micheal Jackson died”, etc. Figure
3 shows the average of tweets published within each hour of a day. From Figure
3, we can see that most tweets were posted during midnight and afternoon.
The average “pointless babbles” (tweets that contain neither named entities nor
hashtags) that we ﬁltered away in the dataset is about 47.32%.
60k

Number of tweets contain Named Entities or Hashtags
Number of tweets ignored

Number of Tweets

50k
40k
30k
20k
10k
0k
0

2

4

6

8
Hours
of 10
one day12

14

16

18

20

22

Fig. 3. Tweet volume against hour of day

Parameter Setting. There are several parameters in GEAM, and we use a
validation set to ﬁnd the optimal parameters. More speciﬁcally, GEAM archives
good performance, when we set ﬁve parameters as follows: (1) γ0 = 0.8 and
γ1 = 0.2 (to indicate that a word is more likely to be a General word), (2)
α = 0.01, ω = 0.01, and σ = 0.01 (for hyperparameters of Dirichlet distribution).
We can vary the number of events, E, and the number of general topics, Z,
according to the data time-window (e.g., one day or one hour). Note that, we
ﬁx time-window to one hour in this experiment, and GEAM is ﬂexible enough
to set the time-window to any time unit.
8
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Evaluation Metric. A common problem existing in Twitter event detection is
that we can’t evaluate the quality of detected events by labeled ground truth,
since it is infeasible to label over 7 million tweets manually. Alternatively, we
manually search related real world facts to evaluate the detected events in terms
of Precision and DERate. The Precision is deﬁned as the fraction of detected
events that are related to a realistic event. Note that, if there are several detected
events related to the same realistic event, then all of them are regarded correct
in Precision. Actually, the same realistic event may not be provided several
times in the output. So, we use the metric DERate proposed in [10] to evaluate
our GEAM, which is deﬁned as the fraction of duplicate detected events among
all all detected realistic events.
4.2

Event Detection Eﬀectiveness

Our GEAM is diﬀerent from LDA [13, 14]. LDA [13, 14] is a widely used statistical topic modeling technique, which aims at discovering the latent ”topics” in
a document corpus. For LDA, we set the number of topics K equals to the number of events E in GEAM; and we set the Dirichlet hyperparameters α = 0.01,
β = 0.01 similarly as α, ω and σ in GEAM.
Event Detection Performance. We compare GEAM and LDA in terms of
Precision and DERate in Figure 4. We manually evaluate the top 5 words outputted by each model, if all the words are related to some realistic event, we
regard it as true positive. We range the number of events (E) in GEAM and
the number of topics (T) in LDA from 5 to 30. From the ﬁgure, we can see
that GEAM outperforms LDA in terms of both Precision and DERate. Figure
4(a) demonstrates that based on one hour time-window dataset,the Precision of
GEAM ﬁrst increases with the increase of event number E, and archives highest
of 80.6% at E = 20, then decreases when E becomes larger. Similar behaviors are
also observed in LDA, who receives highest Precision at T = 25. It is reasonable
that the ptimal setting of E based on one hour time-window Twitter dataset is
about 20. When we set E smaller, the GEAM may combine two similar realistic events into one detected event. This phenomenon is more obvious for LDA,
0.85

0.18
0.16

0.75

0.14
DERate

Precision

0.65
0.55

0.12
0.1
0.08

0.45

0.06

GEAM
LDA

0.35
5

10

15
20
Number of Events or Topics

(a)

25

30

GEAM
LDA

0.04
5

10

15
20
Number of Events or Topics

25

30

(b)

Fig. 4. Comparison of GEAM and LDA. (a) shows the Precision of two models on different event numbers. (b) shows the DERate of two models on diﬀerent event numbers.
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which models each tweet as a mixture of K latent topics. It shows in Figure 4(b)
that generally the DERate of GEAM is smaller than LDA, which means that
there are fewer duplicate events detected in GEAM. For each model, DERate
increases with the increase of event number E and topic number K. The reason
for this phenomenon is that, when event number E becomes larger, GEAM is
more likely to assign diﬀerent emphasis of one realistic event to diﬀerent detected
events. For example, when we set E = 30, the 2009 Iran election protest event
will be divided into two events, one is for the video of Neda’s death, the other is
for an online activity to “Show support for democracy in Iran add green overlay
to your Twitter avatar”.
Event Interpretation. Five typical examples of the event detected by our
GEAM in June 25, 2009 from 00:00 to 01:00 are demonstrated in Table 3, where
T for Time, L for Locations, E for Entities, K for Keywords, and G for General
words. For each event, we display top 10 Event-related Aspects words and top
3 General words. Due to the page limit, other events are not demonstrated. We
illustrate that the output of GEAM is more informative, and can be easily understood with little background knowledge. From Table 3, we can see that the
4-tuple structure makes the detected events much clearer, and thus, users can
easily access the diﬀerent aspects of the event. GEAM can also provide reactions
of majority people to the event by listing the General words. For example, e3
expresses that the major audience enjoy the movie “Transformers 2”. Among the
5 typical events listed in Table 3, we see that GEAM is an open-domain event
detection model. It covers a wide range of events, from political events (Iran election), to entertainment events (Transformers 2), to sports (FIFA Confederations
Cup), and to online hotspot (#lolquiz application).
4.3

Event Trend Analysis

By now, we evaluate GEAM on the basis of one hour time-window. It is more
interseting to explore what can be found if we combine the detected events of
→
continuous hours. As stated in Section 3.2, −
η in GEAM represents the multi→
−
nomial distribution over events and η e represents the fraction of tweets that
are assigned to evente . So, we can track the event in terms of hours. Figure
5 shows the trends of 3 events within a day. From Figure 5, we see that “Iran
Election” was a stable event discussed on June 25, 2009, whose proportion didn’t
change dramatically during the whole day; “Mark Sanford Scandal” received less
attention than “Iran Election”, and was not discussed since 5:00; the “Michael
Jackson died” event suddenly attracted majority users’ attention from 20:00,
and became much hotter than the other two events.
In summary, our GEAM outperforms the state-of-the-art topic models [13, 14]
with better Precision and DERate. Particularly, 4-tuple structure makes the
detected events much easier to be understood by users. Furthermore, event trend
analysis can be performed easily based on the detection results.
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Table 3. Examples of detected events
Event

e1

e2

e3

e4

e5

GEAM output
T:
L:
E:
K:
G:
T:
L:
E:
K:
G:
T:
L:
E:
K:
G:
T:
L:
E:
K:
G:
T:
L:
E:
K:
G:

Description

2009-06-25
Iran, Tehran

Footage of the death of Neda drew
international attention after she was
shot dead during the 2009 Iranian
#Iranelection, #Neda, #Iran, Mousavi, supelection protests.
port, democracy, green, avatar
video, crime, freedom
2009-06-24
The U.S. National Team won World No.
1 Spain, 2-0, in the semiﬁnals of the
U.S., Spain, USA, Brazil, South Africa
FIFA Confederations Cup on June 24,
win, soccer, beat, team, school, 2-0
advancing to next ﬁnal against the
great, watching, shocked
winner of Brazil and South Africa.
2009-06-25
America
Transformers 2, Transformers
good, movie, watch, tonight, wait, wish, lines
tonight, join, happy
2009-06-25
Argentina, South Carolina
Make Sanford, Sanford
governor, mistress, e-mails, aﬀair, exposed,
bizarre
shamed, news, dumbass
2009-06-25

“Transformers 2” released on June 24,
2009 in North America. Many people
tweet about watching the ﬁlm.
South Carolina Governor Mark
Sanford’s disappearance and
extramarital aﬀair in June, 2009 was
reported. He was in Argentina with his
mistress for six days.

A web entertainment application called
twilight, Knotb Song, Jonas Brothers Song, #lolquiz gets popular. Many users try it
Mcﬂy
to know which star available for them.
try, quiz, #lolquiz, song, fan, what
took, lover, try

0.5
Iran Election
Mark Sanford Scandal
Michael Jackson Died

Proporthin of tweets

0.45
0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
0

2

4

6

8

10
12
14
Hours of June 25, 2009

16

18

20

22

Fig. 5. Diﬀerent proportion of tweets related to 3 events

5

Conclusions

In this work, we introduce a General and Event-Related Aspects Model (GEAM)
for detect realistic event in Twitter. We design a collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithm to estimate the word distributions of an event. We also divide the words in
an event-related tweet into General words or Event-related Aspect words, which
matches the Twitter characteristic better than any unigram model. Our experiments demonstrate that GEAM outperforms the state-of-the-art topic model
LDA in both Precision and DERate. Particularly, GEAM can get better event
representation by providing a 4-tuple (T ime, Locations, Entities, Keywords) of
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the detected events and the associated General topics. Moreover, GEAM can be
used to analyze event trends in continuous hours.
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